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Prophets

be ablá to distinguish between the word and the word of man. Well, f you

take that attitude you certainly should not use a Hebrew Bible that has vowel,.

points in it, because they arentt th word of God, and you certainly shouldn't

use any English Bible because it is a translation and human opinion enters in

very, very largely. One must learn to distinguish between the word of Rod and.

the word of man. You cantt publish the word of God. separately unless you have

just the Hebrew Bible with the vowel points omitted and. probably with most of

the vowel letters marked with a special mark to show that we are not sure

wheth'r they are part of the word of God or not, but the Scofield Bible has a

very excellent note on Exodus 19 which says that the law was not rivn as a means

of salvation. The law was not given, it points out, until after theople h.

been redeemed and. It is given on the basis of the redeemed. It is a very ex

cellent ante. Now the Scofield Bible has also a very good. note on Acts 15, pro

perly understood. a good note. But it has an extremely unfortunate state

ment in the note which is a very bd statement. Of statements of dispensation,

this is one of the "'ost important passaPes in the New Testament, and therefore,

I have known a good many people o, taking the Scbfield Bible for their text, that

dispensationally this is one of the most important passages of the New Testament,

have proceeded to try to prove that this passage does not teach premillennialism
"Therefore,

and therefore have said,/ remillennialism is untrue." Well, personally, you

could take out Acts 15 of the Bible altogether and it wo"ldn't affect he evi

dence for premillennialism. To my mind it is not one of the most important

passages in the New Testament in any sense of the word. It might be a passage

which was very clear; it might be a passage which WaS extremely obscure, but

from either viewpoint it would not prove or disprove premillennialism. Now

we have--Acts 15 is a difficult passage to interpret for the reason that the

cuotation is from the Septuagint and the Septuagint doesn't strictly follow the

Hebrew and at a number of points--it would take considerable time to go into

on it, we discussed. It in the elective in minor prophets last year and a good.

many herc heard that discussion so I don't think we ought to take the time in
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